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Best researched resource available. Since Gardiner is trilingual, he was able to do research in archives in US and Peru. His work is the basis for all other books on JPs.

Good resource in the history of the exchange program, with a chapter on the JLA experience.

One of the most significant resources on JA internment. First JA publication to expose JLA wartime experience.


Moving and insightful autobiography of former JP internee. This second edition of the English version includes a foreword by C. Harvey Gardiner, a new preface by Elsa H. Kudo and epilogue by Julie Small. Japanese version is in 2nd edition (published in 1995) and is more detailed, with expanded section on redress.

Crystal City Internment Camp - 50th Anniversary Album. Monterey, California, 7/94.
Best compilation of resources concerning Crystal City Internment Camp, including JP family stories.

Very good collection of remembrances of JA and JP, who were children or youth at the time of internment. Highlights little known stories of JP, draft resisters, repatriates.

First comprehensive study of the patterns of Japanese migration on the continent as a whole. Focuses on Brazil, Mexico and Peru, with a chapter on WWII internment, redress and postwar dekasegi.

Examination of the wartime and redress experience of JLAs from the perspective of international law.
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